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We keep seeing media commentary that the economy is improving, and that banks are getting healthier. So, one of the
most frequent questions we hear is… “What’s happening with US Banks?”

Strategic Business Solutions, Inc. has extensive experience working with financial institutions and so we thought we’d
take a quick look to help you see what’s going on in this category and how we use information to identify opportunities.
I. Bank Failures in the US – Things are Looking Better
According to the FDIC, there have been 533 bank failures since 2000. From 2000-2007 the number of banks failures
totaled less than five per year with the exception of 2002 when there were eleven reported failures. However, the trend
for failures appears to be trending below the 25 per year threshold – which may be an early indicator that the economy
is potentially (or has the core capability) to grow once again.

Note: The data source was June 2014 Data, therefore 2014 totals are YTD.
II. Failures by State = Disproportional Distribution
Interestingly, it also appears that states have been impacted disproportionaltely. Five states GA, FL, IL, CA and MN are
reported to have had more than 20 failures since 2000. Other states, including some of the largest in the country, (NY,
OH, PA) recorded far fewer bank failures (less than 10).

III. Acquiring Banks = Benefiting Financial Institutions

We can also look to see which banks are experiencing growth from the redistribution of closed bank assets. Clearly,
there are banks more active in acquiring failed financial institutions than others and in several instances – involved in
multiple transactions.
Below are four examples of more active Acquirers of failed banks.
Home State (GA)

Home State (GA) & FL

Multiple Markets (AZ, CA, IL, TX,)

Home State (GA)

IV. Top Line Observations
 The banking crisis appears to be winding down as the number of bank failures has declined to near pre-recession
levels.


Bank failures had a disproportionate impact in specific markets.



Failed banks have largely been absorbed by national and regional holding companies in core markets. However,
there are scenarios where financial institutions have been able to enter new markets through the acquisition of
failed banks.



Bank failures have also provided growth opportunities for several stronger National and Regional holding
companies.

So Brian that’s interesting, what has been going on with new branches and what should we be doing?
V. Branch Growth & New Housing Starts
Without getting into the details, we explored multiple options to find predictive variables that appear to be highly
correlated with new branch growth. We started with the history (2000-14) of new US bank branches since 2000 to gain
perspective on the history and the Pre-Post recession dynamics.
After looking at multiple factors, found that New Housing Starts of Privately Owned Housing Units appears to hold a
strong relationship with New Bank Branches. It also appears this statistic may be a useful tool for predicting where and
when an acceleration in building new branches is more likely to occur.

A. New Bank Branches Source: (FDIC)

B. New Housing – Privately Owned

VI. Observations
A. Strong Relationship + 2 Yr Lead - Lag
While the relationship between housing starts and new branches appears highly correlated, the data also suggests there
may be a Lead-Lag aspect when comparing the two variables. Trend data suggests that branch growth continued
approximately two years longer than the relative growth of new housing starts.
B. Inverse Relationship – Recent Years
Interestingly, the trend for New Housing has increased (2011-13) while the number of New Branches has continued to
decline.
C. Unsustainable Divergence
The data suggests that the divergent trends are likely unsustainable – and new branches will return to their historical
alignment with new housing.
That makes sense Brian. So, is it time to reintroduce “New Branches” into our planning?
Possibly, but only in specific markets.
VII. Wisconsin Example – Deep Dive Analysis
Since we are headquartered in Wisconsin, we often feature deep dive analysis here in our home state. However, in most
cases the analytics can be applied to other geographic markets. If our hypothesis that new housing starts are possible
predictors of new bank branches proves true, then where (in Wisconsin) should banks be looking to grow?
A. Segmentation & Ranking - County
To make our task easy to understand and simple to use, we segmentated and ranked the raw data by Wisconsin County.
Using 500 as a threshold, we can project that there are more likely bank branch growth opportunities in the following
Counties:
WI Counties with 500 Plus Housing Starts
 Dane
 Waukesha
 Brown
 Outagamie

B. County by Municipality
Looking even further, we were able to find a data source that collects housing data by municipality – MTD Marketing
Services of Wisconsin. Their data helped us further rank the Dane County communities.

Dane County Housing Starts - YTD 2014

Housing Starts Data Source:

We hope you have enjoyed our “newsletter level” analysis of the U.S. Banking Market and can see how Strategic
Business Solutions, Inc. might help you better understand your Industry, explore Strategic Issues and deliver Local
Insights.
So, now that (in less than 5 minutes) we’ve likely answered some of your most frequent questions about banking and
branch planning… why don’t you save yourself both time and money and contact Strategic Business Solutions,
Inc. where we focus on Information for Decision Makers.

